Dee Cowell – Coloured Pencils – 9 March 2020
Dee uses Derwent pencils and says Derwent have a pencil museum in Keswick,
Cumbria which is a very interesting visit if you happen to be in the area. All
Derwent pencils are available via the SAA catalogue; please speak to Linda
Coulson for details.
The pencils range from 9B; very soft and dark toned through HB; medium
toned to 9H which is very hard with no tonal change. Hard pencils can be used
to mark the paper then using a soft pencil tonal effects can fill in the grooves
previously made.
She then went through the different types of pencil she uses:Tinted Charcoal Pencils – Page 73 SAA
The beauty of charcoal pencils is that they can be smudged but are not messy
and can be dissolved in water.
Soft Coloured Drawing Pencils – Page 72 SAA
These do not smudge as easily as charcoal and are mildly water-soluble.
Metallic Pencils – Page 75 SAA
These are for use on dark paper and they shine
Graphitint – Page 71 SAA
These are used just as a pencil but have a subtle hint of browns, greys, greens
and blues and are completely water-soluble for use with brushes.
Watercolour Pencils – Page 66 SAA
These are also water-soluble but have a greater range of colours than the
Graphitint.
Inktense – Page 67 SAA
These are water-soluble with bold colours and they stain so not easily washed
off.

Procolour – Page 69 SAA
These are smudgeable; HB like in hard/softness, have a strong point and have
the covering power of wax but glide like oil. With bold, bright colours
Coloursoft – Page 71 SAA
Much the same as Procolour above but have a 6B-like softness.

Dee uses Derwent Hot Pressed Paper and this evening is going to be drawing
some birds. First, she will be drawing a white owl on black paper. She folded
the picture into quarters so as to make a grid and sketched out the basic shape
in relation to that grid.

She measured out the relative heights and positions using a pencil as a guide.

Once she had the basic shape she started blocking in and blending the feathers
with white using circles

Then using Inktense Orange for the eyes

Dee then went to the left wing (not political) drawing in the basic feather
shapes.

She then went over the construction lines with a black pencil.
To get an idea of colour and tone of different parts of the picture, Dee tears a
keyhole in a piece of white paper which has the effect of giving your eye a
better idea of a tone of colour without confusing it with the surrounding
colours and tones. (Unfortunately, I didn’t manage to get a photo of this aspect
of her demo)
To rescue mistakes Dee uses both white and black pastels and keeps rescue
equipment separate from all her other pastels and pencils.
---------------------------After the break Dee started on another bird picture but this time on Pastel
paper and again folds the picture into four for use as a grid and measures, as
she did before with a pencil for the basic shape which she sketches in.

She starts using Faber Castell yellow blocking in the eyes and beaks of the
right-hand bird.

And then uses a light brown then goes in with white for the body.

She doesn’t rub out construction lines but puts in more yellow and orange and
blends them in with a white pastel.

On the second bird Dee put in a layer of blue first to push it back as it is behind
the first one and it will show through as she puts in some white pastel for the
body.

For the third bird Dee uses white pastel for the body and head with blue down
the right-hand side to give it depth from the middle bird.

She then started to draw in the bird’s legs with blue and brown.

Dee with the half-finished picture.
She said she will complete this picture and send us the results.
See next page………….

And here is the completed picture
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